Prolate System | motion display scrollers, motion display, wireless nurse calling system, token display, queue management system

About Us

PROLATE started in 1993. The company is promoted by Mr. Hitendra Shah, Mr. Sandip Patel and Mr. Naresh Patil (All of
them are Electronics Engineers). The Promoters have past experience of working in companies like Gujarat Hirel
Controls Ltd and Ahmedabad Electricity Ltd.

PROLATE was started in the friendly atmosphere of a small room with a vision of developing and manufacturing quality
products with unique features and state of art technology. Very soon, it became a symbol of trust in the field of power
electronics.

The first magic box launched by PROLATE was EPCOS (Electronic Power Conditioning System) which was a thunder in
the field of voltage stabilization where people were using bulky, noisy and inefficient C.V.T. s and servo stabilizers.
EPCOS was India&rsquo;s first of its kind in the market.

The real strength of PROLATE lies in its prompt after sales services within the minimum response time. Hence,
PROLATE became a synonym of timely services.

PROLATE started manufacturing U.P.S., Hardware locks, Industrial timers and Domestic invertors, Milk Fat measuring
machine etc. The latest Micro Controller based digital series U.P.S. and Image Scrolling Display, is a revolutionizing
concept of the advertising. PROLATE make it very simple at assembly level for better reliability and size flexibility. The
most eye catching features of PROLATE Scroller is to make the product as per clients requirement in size and finish.

The company faced the most challenging moments when it decided to launch an innovative product in the field of milk cooperative societies. In 1998, the product was conceptualized. Research and designing kept going on for almost a year,
then the prototype was tested at village level and an application for a patent was made.

Finally in 1999, the production of India&rsquo;s first and only automatic milk fat measuring machine,
FAT&rsquo;OMATIC manufactured which proved to be a blessing for the milk societies.

Conceptulizing , Desigining and manufacturing all comes under one roof and so the best post sales support is very much
assured.

http://prolate.in
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